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Abstract 

G. B. Shaw is often described as an author full of contradictions in terms of politics and 
understanding of human society. He frequently shifts from an anti-parliamentary 
perspective to the idea of economic individualism and social democracy. Shaw mixes his 
belief in the human value of freedom and self-realisation with an admiration for some of 
the worst dictatorships of the 20th century. The contradictory nature of his views makes 
the analysis of his thought even more complex and makes Shaw an author who does not fit 
into the classic categories of historians. Despite these difficulties, this work attempts to 
capture the continuity and homogeneity of his thought through the category of power. 
Indeed, the critique of monopolies of power, whether economic, political, or cultural, 
seems to be a constant and recurring element in Shaw's works that can serve as a guide to 
the complexity of his ideas. 
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Introduction 

To attempt to summarise the various stages of Shaw’s political and literary output 
is an impossible task to accomplish here. His interest and active involvement in 
politics can be traced back to the winter of 1879, when J. Lecky, the Irish 
phonetician and Shaw’s friend, dragged him to a meeting of one of the many 
debating societies that sprang up in Britain during the mid-Victorian era (Marshall, 
Lightman and England 2019), the so-called Zetetical Society (Henderson 1911, 91; 
Chakrabarti 2007, 27). In these years, as the American mathematician and Shaw 
biographer A. Henderson reports, Shaw learns about public speaking and comes 
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into close contact with what he called «the ablest man in England at that time» 
(Henderson 1911, 93), Sidney Webb. 

There Shaw gradually develops his critical and intellectual qualities as well as «the 
coolness, the self-confidence and the imperturbability of the statesman». He slowly 
expands his knowledge of liberalism, representative government, the Irish land 
question and the latest debates on theories of evolution (Henderson 1911, 94). He 
also turns his attention to questions of political economy, reading H. George’s 
Progress and Poverty (1879) (Stigler 1959, 469-475) and K. Marx’s Das Kapital 
(1867) (Bevir 2011, 156). 

In 1884, he joined the newly formed Fabian Society, which Shaw believed was «a 
more appropriate milieu as a body of educated middle-class intelligentsia» (Shaw 
1949, 59). Shaw’s ideas about the political and economic situation of European 
countries at this time were a combination of revolutionary and reformist aspects 
(Griffith 1993, 5). He recognises the value of Marx’s labour theory, as well as the 
historical idea of class struggles (Bevir 2011, 156). In addition, however, he also 
shares some of the conclusions of Georgism. On the one hand, this means that he, 
like many of the British middle-class at the time, feels guilty about the status of the 
working class, especially the Irish, of which he is one (Hobsbawn 1947, 305-326; 
Hulse 1970; MacKenzie 1977). On the other hand, it also means being fully aware 
of the importance and role of modern market societies (Bevir 2011, 157-168). 

Shaw thus mixes some typical themes of Marxism with the British tradition of 
liberalism and socialism. He does not direct his critique against capitalism, which 
according to Shaw is a natural outcome of free competition and individual 
initiative. He believes that the evil of all civilised countries lies elsewhere, in all 
those cultural, economic and political centres that hinder the realisation of a 
healthy and peaceful society. 

In the course of his long life, Shaw was often been regarded as an imperialist 
(Schneider 1973, 501-522; Hugo 1991, 79-95; Pugh 1991, 97-118), a practical idealist 
(Ward 1930, 27), an anti-democrat, a revolutionary, an anti-parliamentarian (Bevir 
2011, 164), a contradictory writer or, as B. Russell later said of him «an almost perfect 
example of the shy man with an inferiority complex» (Russell 1951, 1-7). It is beyond 
the scope of this paper to go into each of his designations. What matters here is 
Shaw’s conception of Europe. His vivid analysis of European decadence is often 
prophetic and a precursor to some important issues on the current EU political agenda. 
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Imperial or World Federation? 

The outbreak of the Second Anglo-Boer War shakes the Fabian Society, of which 
Shaw is the most prominent pamphleteer, to its foundations. Shaw’s interest in 
politics, like that of most Fabians at this time, is limited to the problems of domestic 
politics (Pugh 1991, 98). Thus, for the first time, British Socialism must confront the 
consistency of its principles abroad. The positions held by the same Fabians differed. 
Many Fabians who belonged to the Independent Labour Party resigned after the 
Society refused to take a public stand on the conflict while the remaining Fabians 
moved closer to the positions of the Liberal Imperialists (Semmel 1960, 66). 

In order to provide as comprehensive an insight as possible and to explain to the 
population what imperialism meant (Thompson 1997, 147-177), Shaw published 
Fabianism and the Empire (1900). In the editor’s Preface, he asserts: «Some 
members regard the South African expedition as a foreseen and deliberate act on 
the part of the Government; and of these, some consider it a political crime, and 
others a justifiable stroke of Imperial Statesmanship» (Shaw 1900, v-vi). 

Shaw’s involvement in Anglo-Boer War debate goes far beyond the boundaries and 
interests of his country. Unlike his Fabian colleagues such as J. A. Hobson, R. 
MacDonald, S. Olivier, S. G. Hobson and S. Webb, his idea is deeply realistic and 
pragmatic. As an Irishman, Shaw was born into an awareness of the rules of 
imperialism (Pugh 2011, 99) and these are based on fact. The world is dominated by 
the so-called Great Powers of which Britain is one. The problem, as he states, «is how 
the world can be ordered by Great Powers of practically international extent» (Shaw 
1900, 3). Shaw does not accept imperialism and militarism as correct principles, but 
nevertheless they are a fact which is now established and which must be suitably 
remedied. According to him, the Great Powers have a moral responsibility towards 
their colonies. The British Commonwealth is supposed to govern in the interest of 
civilization as a whole (Shaw 1900, 23). This means that war, at least for the moment, 
is the only means left to solve the problem in South Africa.  

Shaw’s arguments are tied to the present but look to the future. He is aware that 
isolation, especially for small states, is no longer possible (Irvine 1947, 314-327). 
The main obstacle to the creation of a peaceful and prosperous international 
scenario is the plutocratic centres of power which rule British political life. Both 
the Conservative and Liberal parties are entangled with them. The former, in the 
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name of democracy, aims to establish a government in line with the Western 
tradition, ignoring the particularities of its culture. The latter, on the other hand, 
wants to protect its economic interests by supporting the Boer oligarchy, 
concealing it with the policy of non-interference (Shaw 1900, 22). Shaw’s reasons 
are quite peculiar in this respect. Shaw was totally opposed to the official line 
that cited war as a reason for protecting democratic institutions. In his view, war 
could not be justified solely on the basis of the struggle to gain the right to vote in 
parliament, otherwise even a third of British men and women would be perfectly 
justified in taking up arms against the government. Democratic institutions have a 
broader meaning that includes the protection of the rights of the people and the 
health and care of workers.  

For example, Shaw believed that if the British government had won, it should have 
either nationalised the Rand mines or collected royalties in full for public works. 
Had the state not done so, it would have been guilty of an outrage against 
humanity and of sacrificed the welfare and lives of the nation just to pursue the 
interests of its speculators (Pugh 2011, 102). 

Therefore, in Shaw’s opinion, the imperial administration needs to be liberalized 
and sensitised to the interests of the people in order to reduce the causes of the 
war. On the one hand, indigenous institutions must be understood and adapted to 
the requirements of progress. On the other hand, the private properties of the 
Boers must be transferred into imperial ownership. This means granting self-
government as soon as possible and placing the black minorities under imperial 
protection (Irvine 1947, 317). According to Shaw, neither isolation nor brutal 
militarism is an adequate solution. Shaw’s main goal is to improve the major 
political organisations in order to maintain world peace and order, achieve a higher 
level of global civilisation and increase social justice. His idea is to internationalise 
politics in order to overcome the modern colonial empire and gradually create a 
federation of the world (Shaw 1900, 23-24).  

According to Shaw, Fabian socialism’s commitment to replacing individualism with 
the value of obligations to the community inevitably leads to the idea that imperial 
federation and the expansion of imperialism are necessary means to combat the 
evils of capitalism. For this reason, as P. Pugh points out, Shaw developed his idea 
of a world federation. As she states: «Shaw proposed world federation as the ideal 
way to govern dependent territories, with the Great Powers deploying their own 
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military forces as an international police force. Until that was accomplished, 
responsible imperial federations should act as surrogates» (Pugh 2011, 106).  

 

War as an oligarchic need 

The Anglo-Boer War is only one part of a militaristic policy that has its roots in the 
race for colonisation. It is also the symptom of a common European malaise. For 
Shaw, the real obstacle to creating lasting peace in Europe is the oligarchies that 
exploit the states and manipulate public opinion. Modern liberal democracies are 
imbued with the ruling class values based on the monopolisation of resources, 
colonial arrogance and moral superiority (Kosok 2007, 40). 

Shaw is aware that the foundations for a peaceful Europe depend on the quality of 
the people who are at the heart of any democracy. As he says: «Dictators die, 
oligarchies and cabinets change their personnel, but the people is the same 
forever, and if it is of poor quality can do nothing but go on getting the government 
it deserves» (Duffin 1920, 124). As one of the most influential figures of his time, 
Shaw has a moral obligation to educate the public about the danger of 
manipulation and to expose special interests disguised as common values. 

Almost all of his literary output is directed to this end. With the comedies Arms and 
the Man (1894), The Man of Destiny (1897) and the historical drama Caesar and 
Cleopatra (1898), he denounces the futility of war and the hypocrisies of human 
nature. He also warns against what lies behind the false value of patriotism through 
his political and religious works such as Man and Superman (1903), John Bull’s 
Other Island (1904), Major Barbara (1905) and many others. At the beginning of 
the First World War, he intensified his efforts to prevent the outbreak of the 
conflict. Thus, in 1914, a few months after the war began, Shaw musters the 
courage to speak and write directly about the war in his tract Common Sense About 
the War (1914). He explicitly condemns both Britain and Germany and blames the 
deliberate propaganda campaign (Wixson 2020, 189). He declares: «I see the 
Junkers and Militarists of England and Germany jumping at the chance they have 
longed for in vain for many years of smashing one another and establishing their 
own oligarchy as the dominant military power in the world» (Shaw 1914, 11-60). 

Englishmen and Germans wore their uniforms because they were told: «that it is 
respectable» (Shaw 1914, 12). They fight each other for a sense of patriotism that 
is only a mask for private interests. These interests are not those of the common 
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people. They are the expression of the big landowners who occupy the highest 
offices of the state. As Shaw asserts: 

Thus we see that the Junker is by no means peculiar to Prussia. We may claim to 
produce the article in a perfection that may well make Germany despair of ever 
surpassing us in that line. Sir Edward Grey is a Junker from his topmost hair to 
the tips of his toes; […] Mr. Winston Churchill is an odd and not disagreeable 
compound of Junker and Yankee. […] In these islands the Junker is literally all 
over the shop. […] Our governing classes are overwhelmingly Junker: all who are 
not Junkers are riff-raff whose only claim to their position is the possession of 
ability of some sort: mostly ability to make money (Shaw 1914, 13). 

The European ruling classes live by war and substitute their chivalric morality for the 
value of ordinary people. Shaw underlines this point perfectly through his banned 
short play O’Flaherty V. C. (1915). In this work, Shaw pokes fun at jingoistic 
patriotism while illuminating the Irish battlefield hero Dennis O’Flaherty’s anti-
romantic views on war (Wixson 2020, 197). Behind the veil of patriotism that leads 
men under the flag of a sacred mission, there are poor and unemployed men on both 
sides «excited by the inventions of the Press» (Shaw 1914, 31). National unity is thus 
just a myth (Gündüz 2017, 438-451) used to gain the most for a few by sacrificing 
those who have less. 

For Shaw, it is therefore clear that the real reasons for war are not be found in the 
nationalist rhetoric of politicians. Politics is only the means of the European 
intelligentsia. In his play Heartbreak House (1919), he condemns in the strongest 
terms what he calls «cultured leisured Europe» (Wixson 2020, 198), which, in Shaw’s 
opinion, takes «the only part of our society in which there was leisure for high 
culture, and made it an economic, political, and, as far as practicable, a moral 
vacuum» (Shaw 1931, 4). After the war, Shaw’s political engagement becomes more 
urgent. In his 1919 work, Peace Conference Hints, he directly addresses the common 
sense of ordinary people who were deceived and sent to their deaths for a war that 
did not concern them. As Shaw explains: «The common soldier, who has to risk life 
and limb in the business, like the common taxpayer and elector who has to support 
the soldier and maintain the Government in power, is never trusted with the truth» 
(Shaw 1919, 7). If we want peace, it is now imperative to democratise diplomacy and 
remove the aristocrats from government positions (Wixson 2020, 190). 

The state must not have a monopoly on power, otherwise like the individual in an 
uncompetitive market, it would itself become a monopolist (Bevir 2011, 162). The 
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governments of all nations used romantic policies to preserve the monopoly of their 
culture, economy and Weltanschauung. They pursued a policy of egoism and self-
preservation (Shaw 1919, 37). What Shaw hopes for Europe is a democratisation of 
all aspects of society. But his idea of democracy goes far beyond the political 
structure1. He was never an admirer of any particular kind of political order but he 
was always aware of the need to have and exercise power. For him, this is evident in 
the natural world as well as in politics. Power exists and it must be exercised. The 
democratic governments of the early twentieth century left it floating in the social 
space where many unrepresented social forces gathered and used it. Nevertheless, 
Shaw never advocates centralisation of power, for that would mean agreeing to the 
existence of a priori values, which he rejects completely. 

Hence, Shaw’s idea of a political organization that prevents any harmful 
centralisation of power is called of social democracy (Shaw 1891b, 221). However, 
Shaw recognises the existence of some problematic issues in relation to its practical 
implementation and the possibility of people adhering to its principles. The first 
difficulty, as he points out in the Fabian Essays in Socialism (1891), lies precisely in 
the aspiration of the people to collectivise private property collectivised or, as 
Shaw puts it, to bring the rents from the national economy – such as land and 
capital – into line with the pockets of private owners (Shaw 1891b, 222). A social 
democrat, according to Shaw, is that man or woman «who desires through 
Democracy to gather the whole people into the State, so that the State may be 
trusted with the rent of the country, and finally with the land, the capital, and the 
organization of the national industry» (Shaw 1891b, 225). This social 
democratisation of the countries must not be revolutionary and chaotic, but must 
follow a gradual transition, i.e. gradual extension of the right to vote and the 
transfer of rent and interest to the state (1891b, 226).  

The only way to a peaceful Europe, then, is through the abolition of the monopolies 
of power and the redistribution of that power to the greatest possible number of 

 
1 Shaw is often regarded as an admirer of the dictators of the 20th century like Mussolini, Stalin or 
Hitler. But, as the author E.R. Bentley notes, «The ultimate political failure is absence of power, the 
creation of such political vacuums as were created by democracy in Italy in 1922 and in Germany in 
1933. Nature abhors a vacuum, and Mussolini and Hitler were natural forces. Hence there was more 
reality about their regimes than about the chaos which preceded them. […] Shaw’s praise of fascism 
is valuable only as a warning against the liberal attitude which tends to be hostile to all power. […] 
Shaw is neither a fascist, nor an academic proto-fascist. […] He has discarded those liberal values 
which are mere ideology – applesauce on the bourgeois pork […]» (Bentley 1943, 117-124). 
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unrepresented forces through the establishment of social democracies. At the 
international level, Shaw’s goal remains virtually the same as of twenty years 
before, namely to establish «a super-national legislature, tribunal, and police» 
(Shaw 1919, 37) of which the League of Nations was the only living example at the 
time of Shaw’s involvement. 

 

A matter of social equality 

But what does it mean to redistribute power in the Shavian sense? As G. Griffith 
states: 

He certainly believed himself to be the first socialist to whom it occurred to 
state the egalitarian case explicitly as a necessary postulate of permanent 
civilization. Equality of income was the way to a new moral order, to a just and 
progressive state which will attend to the individual’s material well-being, on 
the one hand, as well as to the moral and spiritual excellence of the 
community as a whole (Griffith 1985, 551-574). 

In his long life of intellectual production, Shaw never denied the importance of 
healthy economic competition. He also considers the idea of equality of powers 
and dispositions among men to be nonsensical (Griffith 1985, 558). Although 
originally influenced by the socialist and marginalist economic theories of Ricardo, 
Marx, Lassalle, Jevons and George, Shaw, especially in the last years of his life and 
thus after the turmoil of the wars, changed his mind about equality of income in 
favour of a view centred on the equitable distribution of labour (Shaw 1944b; 
Stokes 1958, 242-248). His economic ideas are imbued with an ethical rather than a 
scientific spirit, which partly explains why Shaw is more interested in the problem 
of poverty than of income equality. He is aware of the importance of having a 
respectable job that allows the development of one’s abilities and a life worth 
living (Schwartzman 1990, 113-127). 

As a realist, Shaw is aware that differences in abilities and talents are a natural fact 
that one cannot be resisted. But what he also sees as absolute stupidity is the belief 
that the power of intellect must equal the power of money, or vice versa. 
Therefore, the requirements of the political division of labour are the natural 
consequence to ensure the progress of civilisation. Yet, Shaw’s ideas have often 
been disregarded and seen as contradictory. This is partly because he often puts 
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forward the idea of income equality2 as the only possible way to achieve social 
justice. This has led some respected writers, such as H. Laski for example, to doubt 
«whether he [Shaw] really cares very much about individual freedom» (Laski, 
D’Arcy, Rowse and Pickthorn 1991, 195-211). 

But Laski’s opinion of Shaw is a little too harsh. He is right to see Shaw’s ideas on 
political economy as wrong and limited to circumstance. Shaw had been interested 
in political economy since the early 1880s, but he was never an economist or a 
political scientist. For this reason, a distinction must be made between Shaw’s 
insights into reality and his proposals for political action. It cannot be said that 
Shaw is indifferent to individual freedom. On the contrary, it is perhaps what he 
cares about most. Despite all the criticism, Shaw recognises a fundamental 
connection between power, freedom and human dignity. However, he is also 
aware that freedom is the last link in a long chain that has its origin in the social 
recognition of the individual. Without social justice, there can not be freedom. 
Without social recognition, there is no social power. Without economic 
independence, there is none of this. If one follows Shaw’s ideas, liberalism and 
socialism are thus closely linked. This also answers the initial question about the 
meaning of redistribution of power. Everything, then, revolves around the equal 
possession of power which is not, as Shaw’s critics insist, a purely economic 
question since, in Shaw’s view, equality of opportunity cannot go hand in hand with 
inequality of conditions (Griffith 1985). 

Redistribution of power in Shaw’s sense means social recognition which is the basis 
for political action and economic independence. Those who have the power to work 
have also the right to freely determine the duties of their status. Shaw is deeply 
aware of and convinced of this. Moreover, the redistribution of power not only offers 
unrepresented citizens the opportunity for self-realization, but it also serves as a tool 
to prevent conflict and war. Of particular interest is Shaw’s view on the position of 
women in society, which he explains in detail in his 1928 work The Intelligent 
Woman’s Guide to Socialism and Capitalism. Dedicated to the English writer and 
Shaw’s sister-in-law M. S. Cholmondeley, the work is an appeal to all women who he 
believes represent the practical intelligentsia of the world (Shaw 1928, xi). He shows 

 
2 «The cardinal factor in his scheme is equality of income, and though he makes reference to the 
objection that the establishment of equality on that basis would merely precede a rapid new 
inequality (according to the degree in which one person is thrifty and another improvident) he does 
not meet the objection satisfactorily but only brushes it aside» (Ward 1930, 26). 
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an understanding of the practise of patriarchy that was far ahead of its time (Holroyd 
1979, 17-32). Women, in his view, have been controlled for too long by the will of a 
male-dominated society that confined them to the mere function of useful objects 
for the procreation of the species. The image of women perfectly sums up Shaw’s 
notion of a link between individual talent and collectivist principles. 

Despite Shaw’s arguments of an economic nature, which are more than 
questionable, his Guide is a brilliant synthesis of all his earlier ideas. As M. Holroyd 
states: «Shaw ignores the “femaleness” of women, but treats them as the outsiders 
and have-nots of a male culture, and analyses in a most practical way the limits 
imposed on them by that culture. He does not propose socialism as a cure-all but 
attempts to trace specific “evils” to inequality of income» (Holroyd 1979, 21). The 
real power to decide one’s own life should lie with women, not men, and real 
changes in society can only be achieved through the will and commitment of women. 

In particular, the work must be read not only as an exposition of his socialist ideas, 
but also as Shaw’s hope to see women as relevant political actors in the future of 
Western societies. Shaw believes that, as was already evident in his play Back to 
Methuselah (1921)3, there is an essential natural difference between men and 
women which, unlike the time in which he is writing, is entirely in favour of the 
latter. In his view, women could play a decisive crucial role in preventing wars 
because of their more realistic and intelligent nature: «Intelligence is the handmaid 
of progress» (Ward 1930, 24) and this is what men lack. Men are dreamers and 
fearful utopians who guide humanity with prophetic fantasy, which is the bitter 
enemy of progress, while women are true realists. They are people of action and 
deed who would never sacrifice the lives of their sons in the name of an idea. 
Women can see what lies behind the veil of masculine values such as honour and 
patriotism. As Shaw states in Back to Methuselah through the words of Cain: 

I do not want to kill women. I do not want to kill my mother. And for her sake I 
will not kill you, though I could […] How can I destroy unless she creates? I 
want her to create more and more men; aye, and more and more women, 
that they may in turn create more men. […] She loved me more than ever. 
That is the true nature of women (Shaw 1944a, 81-84). 

For Shaw, women are the true repository of love and care. They are less idiotic than 
men. Having witnessed the destruction and death of the Great War, Shaw also believes 

 
3 The work consists of a series of five plays written from 1918 to 1920. 
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that women are the only ones who can steer our course for the future. They embody a 
new hope for progress and civilisation. Shaw’s wish is for women to rule side by side 
with men at the higher levels of politics. If only one sex is to rule, Shaw would say «let 
it be women – put the men out!» (Holroyd 1979, 17-32). Women, in Shaw’s view, must 
resist a male-dominated society that oppresses them with its culture and reduces 
them to the role they deserve. As Shaw states in The Quintessence of Ibsenism (1891): 
«Now of all the idealist abominations that make society pestiferous, I doubt if there be 
any so mean as that of forcing self-sacrifice on a woman under pretence that she likes 
it; and, if she ventures to contradict the pretence, declaring her no true woman» 
(Shaw 1891a, 32). The solution put forward by Shaw is that of rebellion. As he claims: 
«[…] unless Woman repudiates her womanliness, her duty to her husband, to her 
children, to society, to the law, and to everyone but herself, she cannot emancipate 
herself. […] Its payment is simply a fulfilment of the individual will. […] In that 
repudiation lies her freedom» (Shaw 1891a, 43-44). 

 

Conclusions 

Despite the huge amount of critical works on Shaw’s writings, it is almost 
impossible to come to terms with his brilliant and innovative ideas. This is partly 
due to the often contradictory nature of his arguments which do not reveal a 
consistent logical system. Some are just provocations or fleeting infatuations for 
certain political and economic systems, and unfortunately also for some of the 
cruellest dictatorships of the twentieth century. His view of life is sometimes 
profoundly realistic, while other times, instead, full of idealistic passion. All this 
contributed to his reputation as an “uncoherent genius”. 

This article tried to follow a line common to all of his thoughts concerning politics, 
economy and society bearing in mind Shaw’s commitment to human well-being 
and freedom. What lies underneath all of his philosophical and literary production 
is a powerful criticism of any cultural, sexual, economic, political and international 
monopoly which hinders the way of progress and peace. Everything revolves 
around emancipation which is perhaps the key to understanding Shaw’s interest in 
vitalism and heroism. 

Shaw’s insights go through and beyond all human hypocrisies highlighting the evils 
that afflict the society of his time. His ideas are often so premonitory and 
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revolutionary to be the subject of current public discussions, which makes Shaw’s 
works a timeless artistic treasure. 
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